
The History of Video Art
Kimsooja - Art of Everyday Life

How Did Video Art Begin?
● Using video as a method of artistic expression began in the early 1960s.

● Sony created the first economical consumer video recording device which 
allowed everyday people new possibilities in documentation.

● Artists became interested in video because of its’ newness as a medium and 
potential for individual creative voice. 

● Artists also enjoyed video because it was so new and different than 
traditional media such as painting, sculpture, or drawing, opening up new 
doors for expression. 

Video Art’s Characteristics
(Video art is quite varied, but let’s discuss some of the main themes)

● Critique of consumer culture, celebrity culture, materialism.

● Coopt the expression of the Hollywood Elite to tell personal narratives 

(make themselves the star of their own movie).

● Can be used for its’ aesthetic qualities, can be narrative or non-narrative, 

abstract, and distorted.

● Artists have a broader range of audience due to the the ease with which 

video art can be shared - especially in the digital age of today. 

How Video Art is Exhibited
The way video art is shown to viewers has an impact on its’ meaning

● Recordings that are broadcast

● Installations viewed in galleries and 
museums

● Works streamed online

● Distributed as video tapes or DVDs

● Performances or installations that 
incorporate TVs, projections, or monitors

● Displaying live or recorded images and 
sounds



Who Are the Major Artists of the Video Art Genre?

Nam June Paik Wolf Vostell

Who Are the Major Artists of the Video Art Genre?

Peter Campus

Joan Jonas

Kimsooja (Gim Su-Ja), b. 1957
● Born in South Korea

● Studied painting at Hongik 
University in Seoul

● Based in New York, Paris, and Seoul

● Her one word name does not ascribe 
to marital status, gender identity, or 
cultural identity.

● Works in many different mediums: 
performance art, video art, and 
installation to name a few.

● Has participated in over 30 biennials 
and triennials throughout the world.

Kimsooja - Art and Everyday Life, Art21

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Spes0Uk8btY


Kimsooja - A Needle Woman, 1999

Artistic Themes
In Kimsooja’s A Needle Woman

● Everyday life

● Ritual

● Symbolism

● Repetition

● “Women’s Work”

● Humanity

● Connection

● Metaphor

Social and Cultural Themes in Kimsooja’s A Needle Woman
● Takes place in various urban 

environments around the world

● Nomadic figure traveling the world

● Metaphor for Kimsooja as a needle 
passing through the fabric of a place and 
its’ people.

● Most video locations are characterized by 
violence, unresolved conflict, or disrepair. 
Kimsooja as “needle” is a metaphor for 
suture and healing.

“I saw art in life 
and life as art. I 
couldn’t separate 
one from another. 
So my gaze to the 
world and my 
questions were 
always related to 
life itself.”

—Kimsooja

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1O8TIFipdvw

